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CHEMISTRY CANOPY

A welcomed addition to Senator’s 
Chemistry range is Chemistry 
Canopy. Canopy’s soft and open 
design creates an inviting work area 
that has the correct balance 

of privacy, without a feeling 
of isolation. A complement to 
Chemistry desking, Canopy’s fabric 
covered panels with optional tech 
knit pockets can be used to pin and 

store inspirational materials. While 
the magnetic dry erase board both 
inside and outside makes clever use 
of the space.

DIMENSIONS
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DESIGN
Senator

80” H

47” W 76” OD

69” D 69” D 69” D 69” D69” D

154” OD

143” OD143” D73” D

Our team of talented in house 
designers are responsible for creating 
elegant, innovative furniture designs 
which not only look beautiful, but 
minimise the impact on the world 
around us.

They come from all over the world,  
but are based in our Design Centre 
located in a quiet Lancashire village 
just outside the Ribble Valley. Our 
dedicated facility is over three floors 
which include studios, a materials 
test centre and prototyping lab.



CHEMISTRY CANOPY
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STANDARD FEATURES (*Selected models only)

• Extruded Aluminum rails
• Cast Aluminum connection joints
• Steel stabilizing feet
• Fabric wrapped acoustic panels
• Magnetic whiteboard panel (dual sided)
• Luminated light with surface mounted switch
• Modular retro fittable design

SPECIFIABLE FEATURES
• Single Canopy
• Double Canopy
• Back to Back Canopy
• Tech knit stretch pockets for storage

FRAME / LEG FINISHES

TECH KNIT POCKET COLORS

Black PlatinumWhite

Gray

FINISHES

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE

SENATOR 3 R’S

Senator is committed to continually improving 
the sustainability of all environmental aspects 
within our business.

To meet both international standards and our 
own environmental targets we apply the three 
R’s principle

-Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.

While recycling is the element which 

receives the most exposure it is actually 
the last option available and should never 
be the prime target in anyone’s battle to 
reduce waste. 

It is our duty as individuals and as a company 
to initially attempt to Reduce usage. Then we 
should  look to Reuse wherever possible and 
finally, only after these two processes have 
been exhausted, should we consider Recycling.




